Intracellular ice formation and growth in MCF-7 cancer cells.
Direct cell injury in cryosurgery is highly related to intracellular ice formation (IIF) during tissue freezing and thawing. Mechanistic understanding of IIF in tumor cells is critical to the development of tumor cryo-ablation protocol. In aid of a high speed CMOS camera system, the events of IIF in MCF-7 cells have been studied using cryomicroscopy. Images of 'darkening' type IIF and recrystallization are compared between cells frozen with and without ice seeding. It is found that ice seeding has significant impact on the occurrence and growth of intracellular ice. Without ice seeding, IIF is observed to occur over a very small range of temperature (∼1°C). The crystal dendrites are indistinguishable, which is independent of the cooling rate. Ice crystal grows much faster and covers the whole intracellular space in comparison to that with ice seeding, which ice stops growing near the cellular nucleus. Recrystallization is observed at the temperature from -13°C to -9°C during thawing. On the contrary, IIF occurs from -7°C to -20°C with ice seeding at a high subzero temperature (i.e., -2.5°C). The morphology of intracellular ice frozen is greatly affected by the cooling rate, and no 'darkening' type ice formed inside cells during thawing. In addition, the intracellular ice formation is directional, which starts from the plasma membrane and grows toward the cellular nucleus with or without ice seeding. These results can be used to explain some findings of tumor cryosurgery in vivo, especially the causes of insufficient killing of tumor cells in the peripheral area near vessels.